After a 6 day celebration, it was now time to roll out with the grand finale, the continuing students had reported in that morning, something was already exceptional with the poolside venue-not your usual Prime Time. Over 4000 were gathered to witness the fete. Blue banners of the telecommunications company UTL colored the pool side as throngs of students clad in baseball caps, jeans and jumpers struggled to get a place they would catch a glimpse of the stage.

By 8:00 pm lead poet Samuel was announced to be in the house to the ululation of thousands, Uganda telecom was meanwhile in full gear in preparation to award the winning chancellor with a fully subscribed phone “Don’t search for the looks in the man search for the man in the looks” went one of the lines in Samuel’s poem sending several to cheers.

8:14pm saw the arrival of Pr Martin Ssempa, the guest speaker. This with a corresponding phone call from former Primetime comedian Daniel Ibanda now studying media calling in from South Africa with a welcome message for all continuing students, this was quickly followed by an energetic performance from the Revolutionary dancers doing, Jump Jump.

The competition for the university chancellor saw several of the contestants stretch themselves to convince the audience of their capability with one even promising to put up a bypass from Lumumba hall to the poolside. Another made a systematic strategy on how he would convince HE the president to come swim at the university pool. The search for a student chancellor ended with the winner walking away with a fully connected Nokia phone courtesy of Uganda Telecom.

The end saw an energetic performance from born-again band that marked the first joint primetime this semester comprising of both continuing and freshers at Makerere university with Uganda Telecom Limited.